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Chen Hao sent a message to his sister as he was sitting down. 
 
“Oh my, when did the Chen Family drop their standards? Why does it seem that anyone can attend the 
meeting? I mean, look at this guy!” A woman who was wearing thick makeup sat next to Chen Hao and 
rolled her eyes at him. 
 
“I thought after marrying into the famous Chen Family, the people I meet would be officers and 
businessmen. Who knew I would be sharing a table with a person like this? Ha!” she grumbled softly. 
 
It was obvious that she was married into the Chen Family and looked down on Chen Hao. The fact that 
Chen Hao sat next to her made her feel ashamed. She deliberately said it out loud so that Chen Hao 
could hear her. 
 
“Alright, enough. Even though everyone is rich here, not everyone is educated. Some are just 
uneducated swines as they wanted to be a nouveau riche. Don’t take it to your heart!” her husband 
explained, mocking Chen Hao in the process. 
 
He obviously thought Chen Hao was a disgrace to their table. 
 
A few other people were throwing insults at Chen Hao as well. 
 
As Chen Hao was just sitting next to Chen Bingbing, and the couple were saying everything loudly, Chen 
Bingbing frowned and said, “Someone who is just a lowly actress who married into our family had no 
right to laugh at members of the Chen Family? Does she even know what she looks like?” 
 
“Excuse me? Who are you calling ‘lowly’?” the woman demanded. It was obvious that Chen Bingbing 
was talking about her. 
 
“Stop feigning ignorance! You know very well who we are talking about,” Niuniu sneered. 
 
They seemed to have grudges against each other. 
 
“Alright, stop fighting with them.” The man stopped his wife just in time. 
 
“Look at you. The Chen Family is so big, yet you don’t have any respected position among them. They 
are just two young girls, yet they were given the VVIP treatment when we went travelling together. For 
us, we were only given the VIP treatment—a grade lower than them! Now they are laughing at me, and 
you don’t even dare to retaliate!” the woman complained. 
 
“I don’t have any other options. Their family status is much higher than mine. There are many rules in 
the Chen Family, and the position of each family is one of the most important rules. Regardless of our 
age, we have to respect the family members of the branch higher than us. If Young Master Chen is here, 
even my grandfather has to bow to him,” the man explained helplessly. 
 
“Do you know Young Master Chen then? It would be very useful for us if you know him. He will inherit 
the Chen Family after all!” the woman asked quickly. 
 



“Young Master Chen is coming back to the Chen Family today. I assume the purpose of the meeting 
today is to welcome him. I am not in any position to meet him though,” the man replied forlornly. 
 
“Hmph! You’re useless!” the woman scoffed arrogantly. 
 
It was obvious that she saw Chen Bingbing brought Chen Hao to their table just now. 
 
She thought Bingbing did that on purpose to insult her and became increasingly angry as she thought 
about it. 
 
“I want to change seats—I don’t want to sit with him! Look at him, what he’s wearing only costs around 
ten thousands. I’m sure he is a distant relative of the Chen Family. What a disgrace!” She shot a glance 
at Chen Hao and stood up. 
 
Just then, she suddenly let out a loud shriek. 
 
While she was in a heated argument with Chen Bingbing, she moved about and her long dress landed 
near Chen Hao’s feet. 
 
Chen Hao did not pay any attention to it and gently stepped on her dress just a little bit. 
 
It was not a big deal, but it angered her. 
 
“You b*stard! You did it on purpose!” she suddenly shouted at Chen Hao. 
 
“No, it wasn’t on purpose! I didn’t notice your dress,” Chen Hao explained bitterly. 
 
“Bullshit! Chen Bingbing brought you here to infuriate me! Didn’t you notice that I was insulting you 
indirectly all this while? Yet you still have the audacity to continue sitting here. Get lost!” She gave a 
shove and a cup of tea in front of Chen Hao fell on him. 
 
Chen Hao’s clothes were drenched; there were also tea leaves on his body. 
 
“Ding Xianger, you insolent fool! How dare you be rude to people from the Chen Family!” Chen Bingbing 
could not take it anymore. She stood up and confronted the woman. 
 
“So what? What can you do about it?” Ding Xianger retaliated. 
 
Both of them were deep in the argument, unaware of the surroundings. 
 
Little did they know that everyone was eye-ing them quietly. 
 
“Bro!” A young woman appeared. 
 
As her voice rang, Ding Xianger and Bingbing stopped their quarrel instantly. 
 
She was none other than Young Lady Chen, Chen Xiao. 
 
“Sis!” Chen Hao replied while trying to get rid of the tea stains on his suit helplessly. 
 
Sis? 



 
Everyone stood rooted to the ground, stunned by the scene unfolding in front of them. 
 
If Chen Xiao was his sister, then who was this guy? 
 
“Who did this? I guess whoever dared to insult Young Master Chen is sick of living!” Chen Xiao said 
sternly. Everyone in the Chen Family around them shuddered. 
 
Ding Xianger and Chen Bingbing widened their eyes incredulously. 
 
What? Young Master Chen? 
 
H-H-He actually is Young Master Chen? 
 
A shiver ran down Ding Xianger’s spine. “I-I… Young Lady Chen, I’m sorry, I-I didn’t know…” Ding Xianger 
shook her head vehemently. 
 
“You? Get lost!” Chen Xiao said mercilessly. 
 
“Yes, Young Lady Chen, I’m leaving right now.” 
 
Ding Xianger knew she was in deep trouble. She did not dare to stay any longer so she turned to walk 
away immediately. 
 
“Wait, I want you to roll out of here. Are you clear?” Chen Xiao added. 
 
As soon as the words ‘out’ came out from Chen Xiao’s mouth, Ding Xianger understood what it meant 
for her. 
 
Ding Xianger knew once she stepped out, she would no longer be a part of the Chen Family. 
 
Even though she regretted her actions, the greatest emotion in Ding Xianger right now was panic. 
 
And she really did lay on the floor and roll out of that place in front of the crowd. 
 
“Let’s go, Hao!” Chen Xiao then smiled at Chen Hao. 
 
Without any exceptions, Chen Bingbing and her entire group of friends covered their mouths in shock; 
they didn’t even dare to breathe loudly. 
 
They thought he was just a dumb fool and bullied him. They even asked him to pick up balls for twenty 
minutes straight! 
 
They were at a loss for words after knowing his true identity. 
 
“So he was Young Master Chen, Chen Hao!” 
 
The crowd was discussing among themselves as Chen Hao was walking to the platform. 
 
A round of applause reverberated throughout the arena. 
 



Young Master Chen had finally returned to the Chen Family! 
 
Chen Jindong and his wife stood jubilantly. There was nothing happier than seeing their son come back. 
 
“Dad! Mom!” 
 
Chen Hao was also touched to see his parents after a year. Tears welled up in his eyes as he ran toward 
them. 
 
“Son, you’re finally back! From now onward, our family is complete!” Chen Jindong patted Chen Hao’s 
shoulder. 
 
They were instantly chatting among themselves, catching up with each other. 
 
“By the way, Hao, all these years while you were doing your poverty education, there’s someone you’ve 
not met!” His mother, Yang Yuping, held Chen Hao’s hands and looked at a blushing lady next to her. 
 
“Mom, we’ve met just now!” Shen Lan stood up, looked at Chen Hao and said gently. 
 
“Mom?” 
 
Chen Hao looked blankly at Shen Lan when he heard her calling his mother ‘mom’. 


